WEDDING FLOWER GUIDE

FLORALS AND
FIKA
YOUR GUIDE TO A BEAUTIFUL WEDDING IN THE
SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS WITH FLORALS & FIKA

Photographer: Story Tellers Wedding Co
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ETHOS
Graceful, wild, romantic blooms.

Using environmentally friendly

Creating dreamy pieces, that are full

methods. Designing statement

of love, while celebrating the true

pieces that bring energy into the

beauty that Mother Nature holds.

space. Staying grounded and

We love garden-inspired, whimsical

flowing with the seasons, we don't

pieces and tend to be a little more

want to complicate flowers. They are

on the wild side...

literal magic on earth.
Our medium. Our muse.
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OUR DESIGN
SERVICE
We create garden-inspired flower arrangements
for weddings in the Southern Highlands.
Focusing on statement pieces, we curate our
designs in reference to your brief and use the
best quality ingredients from the flower markets
and local growers
Items we design include personals (bouquets &
buttonholes), ceremony features, table
arrangements, ceiling installations and fireplace
features.
Our work is wildly romantic, creating a space
that reflects the couple. We use environmentally
friendly measures and flow with the seasons to
Michael Boyle Photography
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showcase the beauty that is Mother Nature.

Hands down the best florist in the
Southern Highlands!! Highly
recommend Florals & Fika for dreamy,
elegant and bespoke floral
arrangements that will receive
comments from everyone all day
long.

Lily, I can’t thank you enough for the
beautiful flowers you put together
for our wedding. The bouquets,
button holes, corsages, table
arrangements and feature piece
were all stunning. You exceeded all
expectations, were so easy to work
with and are just so good at what
you do!! So many guests
complimented your flowers, colour
palette choice and quality of your
work. I knew from your first email
you were the florist for me! Thank
you thank you thank you and keep
doing what you do best. Lots of love,
T&S xx

Tiffany & Sam

@FLORALSANDFIKA

Pinterest

Emma Marie Photography

PERSONALS
Bridal bouquet
a generous bundle of carefully selected
blooms. Satin ribbon to finish with luxury silk
ribbons flowing alongside

Bridesmaids bouquet
thoughtfully curated blooms using accents
from the bridal bouquet. Satin and silk
ribbons tying the bride tribe together.

Buttonholes
small pieces pinned onto jackets. Easy t-bar
attachment included.
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Story Tellers Wedding Co

CEREMONY
Grounded floral nest

florals placed in a crescent on the ground.
Natural, dreamy & perfect for an already
breathtaking view

Pillars

large pillar stands filled with flowers or tall,
hollow bases with clusters of blooms
attached

Plinths

mixture of assorted sizes of vessels placed on
solid boxes

Aisle flowers

arrangements designed for the aisle or aisle
entrance. Tie the ceremony space together
beautifully

Shape

large structure abundantly overflowing with
luxury blooms or attached to existing
structure at the venue

Please note: these are just a few ideas. We'd love to design something really special for you!
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CEREMONY VISUAL EXAMPLES
All images are from Pinterest as inspiration only

Grounded floral nest

Attached to an existing structure

Garden arch
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Stands | Pillars

Plinths | Urns | Vessels

Aisle flowers

RECEPTION

Compotes

Small-large sized vases overflowing with
blooms

Bud vases

Petite vessels with one or two stems in each.
A delicately beautiful way to dress the tables

Fruit

Cut and whole fruit nestled among vases to
create a visually interesting tablescape

Ceiling installation

Floral feature attached to the ceiling
(dependant on venues restrictions)

Fireplace feature

Flower installation overflowing from the
fireplace (keep in mind, this is not suggested
through colder months)

Please note: these are just a few ideas. We'd love to design something really special for you!
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RECEPTION VISUAL EXAMPLES
Some images are from Pinterest as inspiration

Compotes

Fruit

Fireplace flowers
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Bud vases

Ceiling installation

Dishes with flower frogs | whimsical
compotes

Pinterest

CANDLES
We would love to fill your space with candles - the energy they create amongst
the blooms is incredible!
White Pillar Candles (left)
They come in 4 different sizes and we generally cluster them in pairs or more.
Available in different colours
Fluted Dinner Candles (right)
Tall thin candles with a gorgeous texture. Special for the bridal table or better yet
to fill the room. Available in different colours. Also available as a standard dinner
candle
*most venues require glass sleeves around each candle. We provide this and the
hire into the overall fee.
@FLORALSANDFIKA
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We love curating a cohesive design,
a space where each element
compliments one another and
appreciate clients who see the
value in this

@FLORALSANDFIKA

BOOKING
How this whole thing works

1

Enquire online through the form in the 'contact' tab. This is

2

We'll send through a questionnaire form to gather your

a quick form to check availability

wish-list. It will prompt you in case you're unsure where to
start!

3

Once returned, we'll provide a quote in reference to the

4

You're welcome to add/alter the items as you wish. We can

5

questionnaire and our suggestions

jump on a call if you need any clarification

To book with us we simply require a 20% non-refundable
payment as well as a contract signed

@FLORALSANDFIKA

TIMELINE

NOW

BOOKING

FINAL DETAILS

WEDDING

Quote + details

Contract + deposit

Emails + payments between

Final run-through + mood board

Quote

Booking

Final details

Let's create a quote that

When you're ready, we'll

A final run-through will

reflects the space you're

organise a contract and

commence to confirm

dreaming of! We can play

20% non-refundable

design and logistics

around with the designs

payment to secure your

details. We'll create a

until you're ready to book

date with us

mood board + jump on a
call if needed

Then, you've just got to get married!
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FINAL RUN-THROUGH

How do flower selections
work?

Important!

Around 8wks prior to your wedding, a

We are working with seasonal and

final run through will commence. We

market availability. This means that we

will send you a questionnaire which

never promise our brides a particular

includes all design and logistics details.

flower.

There is a space within the
questionnaire for flower preferences.

Due to the nature of our work, we're
unable to guarentee flower selection.

From here, we will create a mood

This is why we advise our clients to

board in reference to your

focus on the overall vision and colour

questionnaire. This ensures we're both

palette. Let us worry about flower

on the same page and we can make

orders!

any changes
We can then have a quick phone call if
we need to discuss anything or make
alterations.
The final run-through is a good time to
add-on any items you've been
dreaming of and
confirm your designs.
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@FLORALSANDFIKA

Lily at Florals and Fika created
the most incredible flowers for
our wedding day! She managed
to select the perfect mix of
flowers that suited our wedding
vibe exactly! She created the
most beautiful arbour flowers
for our ceremony that looked
amazing in all the photos (on a
35-degree day no less) All of our
guests spent the whole night
commenting on how amazing
the flowers looked. Lilly was
such a dream to deal with and
was extremely helpful with the
whole process. Thank you so
much for being apart of our
special day and we can not
thank you enough!

Jen & Sam

@FLORALSANDFIKA

PRICING
There is a no ‘one size fits

We're aware that most brides

all’ approach when it

get several quotes from

comes to pricing wedding

different florists. We ask that if

flowers as we're in the

there is a concern around a

design industry and many

price on your quote, please just

variables come into play.

let us know and ask us

We know pricing can be so

questions!

confusing - that’s why
we’re here to provide

We can provide suggestions

guidance on how to use

for alternative designs for

your preferred price range

either more cost-effective or

wisely; where to spend

more abundant spaces. We're

money and where to save

here to help!

some money too!

@FLORALSANDFIKA
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PRICING
Here is a guide:
$1,000 - $2,000: intimate, elopements
$3,000 - $5,000 - small beautiful weddings
$6,000 - $9,000 - full package wedding (average spend of our brides)
$10,00 - $12,000 - beautifully abundant design
$15,000 or more: the ultimate wedding package

@FLORALSANDFIKA
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HOW TO ALLOCATE YOUR BUDGET

Emma Marie Photography

STATEMENT

FEATURES

We believe the best way to allocate your budget is by choosing statement
features rather than trying to stretch the budget across the space. This creates
more of an impact within the space and looks beautiful in photos
For example, rather than choosing super light, little pieces of foliage across 6
ceiling beams - instead choose to create one statement feature on one beam.
We do this for a living! We're more than happy to suggest options for designs
and help guide you through this process.
@FLORALSANDFIKA
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Dreamy florals, excellent
communication and all round
beautiful person - if you're looking
for an incredible wedding florist
Florals and Fika (Lily) should be top
of your list! Lily is organised and
responsive, answering any and all
questions, bouncing ideas back
and fourth and providing
guidance.
She created the most beautiful
florals for our weding day perfectly capturing the overall style
and aesthetic that we were looking
for (even with the very broad brief
that we provided) - she just gets it!
So many of our family and friends
commented on how beautiful the
florals were. Thank you so much
Lily!

Sarah & Matt

@FLORALSANDFIKA

Designing

Creating

Consultations, emails, quotes,

Creating the actual arrangements.

contracts, invoices, mood boards,

Keeping them alive, ensuring the

research, final run-through's,

product looks fresh and is visually

ordering, spreadsheets, stem

appealing as well as meeting the

counts

brief. Storing safely. Keeping cool.

Markets
Drive to Sydney at 3am, choose the
best blooms, pick-up orders, pack
car, drive home

Wedding day
Pack the car, deliver personals,
drive to venue, unpack car, on-site
setup and creating the features,
staff & freelancers, keeping area

Processing

clean and tidy, sticking to schedule

Unpack the car, unwrap all plastic
and cardboard, undo rubber bands
and twine, strip, peel, trim, scold,
bash. Place in fresh buckets of
water in a cool space

Bump Out
Midnight or early Sunday morning,
drive to venue, pack down all
flowers and hire items, ensure
space is clean and tidy, drive home,
unpack car

THE LABOUR COSTS
So much love goes into your blooms...

@FLORALSANDFIKA
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LOCAL LEGENDS - SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS

Photographers
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Dan Cartwright

Michael Boyle

Madi Jane

Story Tellers Wedding Co

Emma Marie

Samuel White

Alana Taylor

Sonja Cenic

Thomas Stewart

The Salty Shutter

Hair | MUA
Ash Quinn

Kayla Goss Bridal

Jade Elizabeth

Chelsea Taylor

Emma McGill

Nikita Lauren

Makeup by Megan

Ella and Me Co

Michelle Cato

Morgan Hair Co

Venues
Bendooley Estate

Melross Kangaroo Valley

Somerley House

Mali Brae

Centennial Vineyards

Milton Park

Hopewood House

Montrose House

Milton Park

Grow Wild

Food | Favours
The What If Society

Cakes by Adrienne

Abbeyvale Cookies

Willow George Cakes

Applemire Cakery

Duck Duck Goose Catering

Black Hen Kitchen

Henry Clive Caravan Bar

FAQ
What happens with
COVID19?
We understand it can be a little
overwhelming navigating COVID and
wedding planning. We're happy to
move dates with you in the case of a
postponement (subject to availability).
Any changes will be amended on a
new contract and signed by both
parties. We wish to provide as much
clarity for you during this time. All
details are in the contract

Can i repurpose the
ceremony flowers?
Potentially! It depends on the design,
location, weather and other variables.
It's quite specific to each wedding
whether it's possible so just let us know
when enquiring.

What happens with the
flowers afterwards?
You're welcome to take all of the
flowers! Please do so prior to leaving
reception. Otherwise, we come and
pack down at the end of reception.

@FLORALSANDFIKA

How to choose your
wedding florist

You love & trust them

You choose based on

and value their work

who is the cheapest

@FLORALSANDFIKA

F L O R A L S and Fika
WEDDINGS

HAVE A
QUESTION?
We'd love to chat!

We know wedding planning can be a
little confusing. We'd love to be that
helping hand and provide you with
clarity around designs and pricing for
your wedding flowers.
Let's make this a really enjoyable and
exciting time!
Enquire online through the website to
get the process started.
Lily - Founder & Owner

All other enquiries:
florals.fika@outlook.com
For wedding flower tips, tricks & inspo:
@floralsandfika on Instagram

